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 On the evening of December 11, at Hoan Kiem Lake Theater,
Hanoi, 28 excellent projects and ideas were selected by the
Organizing Committee of Nhan Dan Newspaper's Community
Action Awards - Human Act Prize 2023 to award prizes. .

28 projects were honored at the Community Action Awards Gala.
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Delegates attending the Community Action Awards of Nhan Dan
Newspaper.

Attending the Gala night were members of the Party Central
Committee: Lai Xuan Mon, Standing Deputy Head of the Central
Propaganda Department; Le Quoc Minh, Editor-in-Chief of Nhan
Dan Newspaper, Deputy Head of the Central Propaganda
Department, Chairman of the Vietnam Journalists Association;
Pham Tat Thang, Standing Deputy Head of the Central Mass
Mobilization Committee; Nguyen Thi Thu Ha, Vice President -
General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Vietnam
Fatherland Front; Nguyen Dac Vinh, Member of the National
Assembly Standing Committee, Chairman of the National
Assembly's Culture and Education Committee; together with
leaders of ministries, departments, branches at Central and local
levels...

The Ideas for Community Award category honors 3
projects

Ms. Tran Mai Anh, Founder and Chairman of TN&F Foundation
and Dinh Thi Quynh Van, Chairman of PwC Vietnam awarded
Ideas for the Community Awards to 3 projects, specifically:
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“Medicine cabinet for children” by Genestory Joint Stock
Company

Carbamazepine (CBZ) is a highly effective, inexpensive epilepsy
treatment drug but has the risk of causing severe damage. Genetic
testing is a way to help doctors come up with a treatment plan
suitable for the patient's genotype. GeneStory Company has
connected with Thien Tam Foundation to offer free genetic
screening solutions to disadvantaged families whose children are
being treated for epilepsy.

The project has been deployed at 5 leading public hospitals in
Vietnam, receiving and performing free screening tests for nearly
2,000 pediatric patients from more than 50 provinces and cities
across the country. The test had nearly 25% of positive cases,
equivalent to 500 children having a lifetime "safe drug use record"
created.

“Support for cancer patients by” Community Medicine
Organization

Cancer patients often have difficulty finding legitimate
information amid the sea of   misinformation about cancer that is
spread uncontrollably.

Wishing to help patients access correct knowledge according to
world standards, the Community Medicine Organization's Cancer
Patient Support project was born with a network of nearly 400
collaborators.

They are medical staff, biomedical researchers, medical students...
all sharing the same goal of helping thousands of patients feel
secure and stronger during treatment.



“Everlasting stories of people” by Ethnicity Vietnam

By using digital art, the young people of the Ethnicity project have
built a free library of preserving ethnic minority patterns to
connect young people with traditional beauties that are gradually
being forgotten, and promote them. to the domestic and
international community.

Thanks to the digital brocade library for each stitch and thread, the
design and creative community can easily apply ethnic patterns to
contemporary products. After 5 years of operation, Ethnicity has
digitized the patterns of 19 ethnic groups with 580 preserved
patterns, 105 - 119 creative patterns, 105 - 110 pattern applications
in graphics and decoration, 56 illustrations. depicting the lives of
indigenous people.

The Timely Project Award category honored 2
projects

Mr. Nguyen Van Thai, Director of Vietnam Wildlife Conservation
Center Save Vietnam's Wildlife, Vice Chairman of the World
Association of Pangolin Conservation Experts and Mr. Vuong Vu
Thang, Chairman of the Board of Directors of VCCorp Joint Stock
Company awarded the Honors Award. Timely project for 2
projects:
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"Voluntary social platform" of Military Commercial Joint Stock
Bank (MBBank)

The project to build "Vietnam Volunteer Social Network" is a
pioneering project in Vietnam connecting philanthropists with
people in difficult circumstances in a transparent manner,
supporting subjects participating in charitable activities. Financial
solutions easily.

The integrated technology solution project includes the Charity
App and transparent volunteer payment accounts for
organizations and individuals raising funds for the community
and is developed on three pillars including: Technology
application , promoting transparency and community connection.

Since its inception, the "Volunteer" application has always received
responses from many volunteer organizations as well as reputable
individuals participating. Currently, the application has about 1
million registered members, over 800 individuals and
organizations participating in fundraising, more than 1,800
implemented campaigns and 400 billion VND in donations.

“Zero Tet Mini Supermarket” of Phu Nhuan Jewelry Joint Stock
Company (PNJ)

In 2021, right when the people of Ho Chi Minh City are still fighting
the Covid-19 epidemic every day, thousands of people suddenly



lost their source of income, making life even more difficult, "Tet
mini supermarkets 0 VND ” was spread throughout the city. Each
person coming to this special supermarket will be able to
personally choose the items they need. This is a project full of
practicality, with the right people at the right time, quickly and
promptly, and the ability to be replicated not only in Ho Chi Minh
City but also in many other provinces.

In 2021, "Zero Tet Mini Supermarket" promptly supported more
than 140 thousand people with a scale of 54 offline supermarkets
and 2 online supermarkets in Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi. Then
gradually expanded to 11 cities across the country with a total cost
of 70 billion VND.

By 2022: The project continues to take care of Tet for more than 30
thousand people in difficulty after Covid-19 with 32 supermarkets
in Ho Chi Minh City and 6 offline supermarkets simultaneously
taking place nationwide with a total cost of more than 12 million
VND. billions dong.

Continuing in 2023: "Zero Tet Mini Supermarket" has helped
nearly 20 thousand people with 5 large-scale supermarket clusters
in Ho Chi Minh City and simultaneously taking place in 8 provinces
and cities across the country.

The Promising Project Award category honors 4
projects

Mr. Tran Quy Kien, Deputy Minister of Natural Resources and
Environment and Mr. Nguyen Hoang Giang, Deputy Minister of
Science and Technology awarded Promising Project Awards to 4
projects, specifically:
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TokyoLife Angel of IntelLife Joint Stock Company

In Hanoi, there is a garment factory lovingly called "Angel
Garment Factory" with most of the workforce being people with
disabilities. In addition to the steady sound of sewing machines,
this place is also filled with the laughter of less fortunate people.

TokyoLife calls people with disabilities working at the company
"angels", because they are completely capable of creating great
values   not only materially but also mentally. Skills training for
people with disabilities is a difficult task, TokyoLife is a pioneer in
building a training and integration recruitment process
specifically for this special group of personnel.

Raising baby Moc Chau

The project "Raising Children in Moc Chau" by Lieutenant Duong
Hai Anh and his teammates has brought many delicious meals to
students in the Northwest mountains. After only 3 years of
implementation, there have been 2.5 million nutritious meals for
children, 22 spacious schools have been built, 8 happy houses and
many projects serving living and studying at the school. The little
feet that every day walked through the rocks and stones of
mountains and forests in search of words no longer had to work
hard thanks to the warm affection of the young lieutenant and the
soldiers of the People's Police.

Fly To Sky charity group

“What can young people do?” is the question that Le Van Phuc
(born 2004) always asked himself when he was 16 years old. Along
with the desire to help difficult situations in his homeland, Phuc
"invited" friends to the Fly To Sky Project. After 5 years of leading a
team of enthusiastic young members, Fly To Sky has implemented
27 projects spanning 22 provinces/cities, with a total budget of up
to 10 billion VND.

The group's projects and programs have helped about 16,000
children use clean water when going to school, contributed more
than 50 thousand books, and managed 33 libraries nationwide.

MOMO piggy bank



After nearly 4 years (from September 2019 to present), MoMo
Piggy Bank has more than 10 million users/donors and more than
70 partners (including NGOs, NPOs, businesses and famous
brands). ), creating real values   with about 250 billion VND donated
from individuals and businesses, more than 1,000 successful
donation projects on Nhan Ai Wallet.

The project has helped more than 325 thousand children, the
elderly, women, and disadvantaged people by planting trees to
green up bare land, protecting the environment and protecting
wildlife throughout Vietnam.

The Resilient Project Award category honors 4
projects

Ms. Nguyen Thi Thu Ha, Member of the Party Central
Committee, Vice President - General Secretary of the Central
Committee of the Vietnam Fatherland Front and Mr. Martin
Rama, former World Bank Chief Economist in Vietnam, World
Bank Advisor presented the Award. Project Perseverance for 4
initiatives:

Stand Tall Vietnam Milk Fund (Vietnam Dairy Joint Stock
Company)

"Vietnam Stand Tall Milk Fund" is the largest and most sustainable
program for children in Vietnam. The Fund has persistently
brought milk to children in difficult circumstances and special
circumstances at shelters, social support centers... across the
country. Thereby, contributing to raising society's awareness of the
importance of nutrition for children, towards a healthy lifestyle; is
the foundation to realize the dream, giving wings to the next
generation to reach high and far.
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After 16 years of implementation, the Fund has donated more than
42 million glasses of milk to more than 500 thousand
disadvantaged children nationwide, equivalent to 200 billion VND.
Every smile, every dream of a child is a motivation to help the
Stand Tall Vietnam Milk Fund constantly strive to bring children a
better and healthier life.

Connecting love with the Golden Lotus (Vietnam Airlines)

With the desire to receive cooperation and companionship from
partners, customers, and Lotusmiles members, Vietnam Airlines
has come up with the idea of   donating bonus miles to convert into
money and airline tickets for charity activities. community.
Through the program "From Golden Lotus with Love" from 2018 to
present, thousands of miles of charity have helped 8,100 children
have surgery, 88 doctors have been trained, and 149 flight tickets
have been sponsored. , successfully operated on 20 children with
early craniofacial deformities.

Hope Fund

Officially in operation since 2017 and operated by VnExpress
Newspaper and FPT Joint Stock Company, the Hope Fund is one of
the few charitable funds operating professionally in Vietnam with
two main goals: Supporting humanitarian causes. difficult
situations and create motivation for development.

The Foundation's 5 main programs up to now include: "School
Light", "Elevating Children to School", "Sun of Hope", "Computers
for Children", especially School of Hope, was opened to receive
orphans due to the Covid-19 epidemic.

As of August 2023, the Hope Fund has built and repaired more
than 130 degraded schools; built more than 330 solid concrete
bridges, helping students get to school safely. The fund also gave
more than 3,000 online learning devices to poor students during
the epidemic season, supported more than 2,100 pediatric cancer
patients and many children in difficult circumstances in 40
provinces and cities across the country.

Turn off the lights and turn on ideas (BOO Trading Joint Stock
Company)



“Turn off the lights and turn on the idea” comes solely from the
desire to contribute to the community and inspire to change the
awareness and actions of Vietnamese youth about environmental
protection. After 14 years, there have been more than 5 million
people supporting the project, more than 25,000 fundraising
products, 19,000 trees planted in forests and 14,000 publications
communicating environmental messages.

The project is built based on the national situation and develops
based on available resources, which is the community. Therefore,
it has the potential to be replicated in any country, condition, or
culture.

Singer Ha Le performed two songs "I will call it love" and "Let the
wind blow it away" at the awards Gala. (Photo: THANH DAT)

The Inspirational Project Award category honors 5
projects

Mr. Pham Tat Thang, Member of the Party Central Committee,
Standing Deputy Head of the Central Mass Mobilization
Commission and Mr. Que Dinh Nguyen, Deputy Editor-in-Chief
of Nhan Dan Newspaper awarded the Inspirational Project
Award to 5 initiatives:
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Raise me

The "Raising Children" project has brought full meals to nearly
hundreds of thousands of children in highland areas thanks to the
cooperation of the community. With only 150 thousand
VND/month, each person can completely raise a baby with skin
and flesh.

With a transparent and sustainable model, "Raising Children" has
encouraged all members of the community to join hands and
contribute. Up to now, 95,000 highland children have been fed
lunch with 60,000 foster siblings across the country. In addition,
there are 450 public works, an average of 15-20 schools built each
year as well as many other necessary facilities provided to
schools...

Heart for you

After 15 years, "Heart for You" is one of the longest-lasting projects
in Vietnam thanks to the persistent companionship of millions of
kindnesses at home and abroad. Up to now, through the project,
6,500 children have received financial support for heart surgery;
91 screening programs across the country; 150 thousand children
were screened for free; 200 billion VND in donations; VND 15.15
billion invested in improving surgical capacity for hospitals; 1,000
Viettel stores received program applications; 70 billion VND
contribution from Viettel.

FAS Angel

Every night, FAS Angel with 150 volunteer members is assigned to
work on accident-prone roads to promptly help people. To date,
FAS Angel has participated in providing first aid in more than
17,000 cases with more than 10,000 people saved and the rescue
cost was 0 VND.



Salt Cancer Initiative

Salt Cancer Initiative (SCI) - founded by Thuy Muoi in 2020,
operates with a common purpose for the cancer patient
community: providing active spiritual support, knowledge and
effective treatment conditions. best.

During the 6-year journey, SCI has connected nearly 30 thousand
patients, relatives and people interested in cancer. Coming to SCI,
people share inspirational stories in which they themselves are the
central characters to spread the energy to live positively.

LOAN Fund

With the desire to replace Loan's mother in expressing gratitude to
her homeland by supporting education, writer Isabelle Müller -
her youngest daughter - established the LOAN Foundation to help
the most vulnerable children in Vietnam have a good life. better.

100% of support cases are actually checked by the Fund and the
impact on children is monitored. In 7 years, the Fund has
implemented 39 projects in 8 provinces and cities. Nearly 5,000
Vietnamese children benefited from direct help, and 23 orphans
and other children found sponsors in Germany.

The Sustainable Project Award category honors 5
projects

Mr. Le Quoc Minh, Member of the Party Central Committee,
Editor-in-Chief of Nhan Dan Newspaper, Deputy Head of the
Central Propaganda Department, Chairman of the Vietnam
Journalists Association, Head of the Award Organizing
Committee and Mr. Nguyen Dac Vinh, Member of the Central
Committee The Party, Member of the National Assembly
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Standing Committee, Chairman of the National Assembly's
Culture and Education Committee awarded Sustainable Project
Awards to 5 initiatives, specifically:

GreenPlan

Through the GreenPlan project of Traphaco Joint Stock Company,
for the first time in Vietnam, there is a complete set of
identification of medicinal plants and medicinal herbs: The set of
identification of "Hoa Son root and medicinal herbs" from
morphological and special characteristics. chemical points to
molecular biological characteristics.

Applying GACP-WHO pharmaceutical production control and
traceability software on the web platform, the project also
supports software deployment at pharmaceutical production
facilities via phone and internet networks to ensure safety. Ensure
uniform quality across growing areas.

In addition, GreenPlan has made GACP-WHO standards - "Good
farming and harvesting practices as recommended by the World
Health Organization (WHO)" popular in Vietnam. The project has 5
types of medicinal plants out of a total of 12 plants in Vietnam that
meet GACP-WHO standards with a total planting and harvesting
area of   nearly 36 thousand hectares.

The project has helped stabilize the lives of more than 1,434
workers with the average income of workers always growing by 5-
10%/year, bringing livelihoods and enrichment to thousands of
farming households in pharmaceutical production areas. Whether.
In growing areas, people's income can reach 100-200 million
VND/year.

The circular economy of plastics

To turn plastic into a resource instead of waste, Unilever has
worked with partners to build a circular plastic economy in
Vietnam.

Outstanding activities include: Exchanging trash for gifts and
working with partners to commit to climate action through
building a zero-carbon value chain by 2039.

Sustainable Development Fund

Six Senses' biodiversity conservation project in Ninh Van Bay
(Khanh Hoa) has brought an innovative and sustainable model of
how people can keep the gifts of creation.

Through field trips and efforts to record and monitor species in the
area, to date, the project has recorded 150 species of plants, 111
species of coral, 80 species of insects, 32 species of birds, 20 species
of reptiles, 11 mammals, 7 amphibians and announced a new plant
species named after the resort, Six Senses Turmeric.

In particular, the forest of the Six Senses Ninh Van Bay resort has
become home to rare animals such as black-shanked douc langurs,
green sea turtles and silver-backed chevrotain. Among them, 7
families of black-shanked douc langurs have been protected and



recorded since 2019. The number of langur individuals has
increased from 109 to 157 individuals.

In addition, thanks to the determination to coordinate with the
Nha Trang Institute of Oceanography, 500m2 of coral reefs on Ninh
Van Bay have been restored with positive results with 91% success.
The planted coral frames grew an average of 1.5cm in length per
month.

Safe House Project

The Safe House project of Song Foundation has worked side by side
to find solutions to help people adapt to annual floods and lead a
more sustainable life. For the first time, Vietnam has 9 Safe House
models suitable for each type of natural disaster, each terrain and
geology of each region: House with low floors; House with high
foundation; House with flexible foundation; A two-story house
only has one person living in it; The two-story house has room for
livestock; Three-room house with attic; Tube house with attic;
Separate floating house; Floating houses attached to houses,

By the end of June 2023, the Project has supported the construction
of 1,203 safe houses.

Smart rice farming adapts to climate change in the Mekong
Delta

Accompanying farmers in the Mekong Delta, Binh Dien Fertilizer
Joint Stock Company brings many initiatives and builds an
integrated model to help farmers better adapt to extreme weather
conditions, reduce costs and increase farming productivity such as
installing salt water monitoring stations and pest monitoring;
develop many improved technical farming methods such as tillage
according to each soil type and crop; train farmers to become
experts with in-depth understanding of crops, weather, soil...
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"Don't hesitate to do good deeds, don't hesitate to
spread good stories in life"

Speaking at the Award Gala, Mr. Le Quoc Minh, Member of the
Party Central Committee, Editor-in-Chief of Nhan Dan Newspaper,
Deputy Head of the Central Propaganda Department, Chairman of
the Vietnam Journalists Association, Head of the Award Organizing
Committee said, The Community Action Award was initiated by
Nhan Dan Newspaper in an effort to find pioneering units and
individuals who dare to take the first steps on a journey full of
difficulties and challenges.

“Among the nearly 130 entries sent to us, there are many
individuals, organizations and units that quietly started their
journey several decades ago. They work, test and adjust, and
worry about ways to improve their programs/projects to become
more systematic and professional, to create even stronger impacts,
thereby bringing many changes to an area, or simply helping
individual lives. Their concern, steadfast belief and enthusiasm are
endless inspiration for us - the organizers of the Award", Mr. Le
Quoc Minh emphasized.

Reviewing a few typical examples, the Editor-in-Chief of Nhan Dan
Newspaper affirmed: The Community Action Award not only looks
for projects that provide timely support, but also projects that have
the ability to spread and propagate. widespread inspiration, but
the Organizing Committee also found pioneers who dared to take
the first steps to find a development model towards sustainability,
creating a change in the face of an entire region, of a country.
Economics. Even further, they have put Vietnam's name on the
world's sustainable development map and become a model for
many other countries to follow.

According to Mr. Le Quoc Minh, these first steps will open a new
journey, because if there are pioneers, there will certainly be
others who follow. To move towards sustainable development for
the whole society, we need the cooperation of many people, many
organizations, and many businesses.



“We hope that the values   that the Community Action Awards are
trying to promote will create inspiration for the whole society to
participate. Any action for the community, no matter how big or
small, will contribute towards the greater goal that we all want - a
quality and sustainable life for the whole society. Don't hesitate to
do good deeds, and don't hesitate to spread good stories in life",
emphasized the Head of the Award Organizing Committee.

5 excellent initiatives won the Human Act Prize

Mr. Lai Xuan Mon, Member of the Party Central Committee,
Standing Deputy Head of the Central Propaganda Department
awarded the Human Act Prize to 5 excellent projects and
initiatives. This is the most important award category of Nhan
Dan Newspaper's Community Action Award - Human Act Prize
2023.

Vinamilk Pathways to Dairy Net Zero Action Program (Vietnam
Dairy Products Joint Stock Company)

At the end of May 2023, Vinamilk's Nghe An Dairy Factory and
Nghe An Dairy Farm achieved carbon neutral certification,
becoming the first factory and farm in the dairy industry to
achieve this important milestone.

Vinamilk is one of the first enterprises in Vietnam to measure and
inventory greenhouse emissions according to ISO standards for
100 factories. Full understanding of data is an important
foundation to build an effective emission reduction roadmap with
3 stages: "Reduction - Conversion - Absorption" equivalent to
Vinamilk's 3 processes towards Net Zero.
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At farms, Vinamilk applies the principle that the output of one
process is fully utilized as input for another process. Thereby
reducing resource exploitation, waste treatment costs and
environmental pollution in farm construction and operation.
Every day, a herd of 8,000 dairy cows produces 30 tons of manure.
All of this waste is collected and processed with Biogas composting
technology, and the output is fertilizer, water, and gas.

Connecting community strength to prevent natural disasters

In 2008, with the initiative and leadership of Mr. Phan Dien,
former member of the Politburo, former Standing Committee of
the Secretariat of the Communist Party of Vietnam, and many
prestigious individuals and organizations established the
Prevention Community Fund. avoid natural disasters.

Persistent in 15 years of development with 5 key and
comprehensive program groups, the Fund has built hundreds of
public works to develop people's livelihood; improve natural
disaster prevention capacity for people nationwide; Transfer the
hearts and donations of benefactors to those in need of help in a
full, complete, open and transparent manner.

For a better life (LOréal Vietnam)

"For a better life" (Beauty For A Better Life) has trained
disadvantaged women with vocational training opportunities to be
able to have a career and improve their lives.

This is considered the most effective and large-scale sustainable
livelihood model when training 11,200 students, creating 9,000
direct jobs and 4,500 indirect jobs. At the same time, this is also the
first time in Vietnam that there is a systematic and formal hair
training program on a large scale for disadvantaged people.

Action to overcome the consequences of landmines and bombs
after the war in Vietnam (Norwegian People's Aid (NPA)
Vietnam)

Although the war ended decades ago, its consequences still affect
the lives of Vietnamese people to this day, because cluster bombs
and other explosive devices (BMVN) are still scattered across the
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country. , all 63 provinces and cities are polluted by BMVN to
varying degrees.

With the desire to support the Government and people of Vietnam
in eliminating remnants from the old war, Norwegian People's Aid
(NPA), with experience operating in the field of mine action in
more than 40 countries, participants around the world, has been
establishing a program in Vietnam since 2007 aimed at addressing
the long-term consequences of BMVN that are affecting the lives
and livelihoods of people across the country.

To date, nearly 35 thousand explosive materials have been
discovered and safely handled. NPA activities have directly
supported 11,078 women, 8,791 girls, 11,483 men and 8,957 boys.

Changing the nature of Vietnam's dairy industry on the basis of
sustainable development, for public health (TH Group Joint
Stock Company)

Entering the fresh milk industry when 92% of liquid milk products
in Vietnam were reconstituted powdered milk and the Melamine-
contaminated milk crisis in China caused global public opinion, TH
created a revolution in clean fresh milk. , helping to make the
dairy industry transparent and bring nutritious milk to millions of
Vietnamese children.

By establishing a large-scale high-tech dairy farm - approaching 70
thousand cows, TH has brought Vietnam from a country with no
name on the milk production map to a country that owns a "Farm
Cluster". focusing on applying high technology with the world's
largest closed production process" (Certified by World Records
Union in 2020). TH is also the first and only unit in Vietnam that
currently has a herd of dairy cows converted to organic farming in
the sunny and windy land of Nghe An - Vietnam.

The appearance of TH has pushed businesses in the industry to
compete in quality, deploy dairy farming, and increase the
proportion of liquid milk processed from pure fresh milk from 8%
in 2008 to 60% in 2022. With TH's initiatives and proposals, for the
first time, Vietnam has developed and promulgated national
standards on raw milk products. Also from here, people are more
aware of the concept of fresh milk and reconstituted milk.

"Vietnamese nutrition project" and "School milk - For Vietnamese
stature" program are pioneering efforts accompanying the
Government that have had a large-scale impact on nutrition to
reduce malnutrition rates. , micronutrient deficiency in children;
Improve the physical strength and stature of Vietnamese children
and adolescents, moving towards improving the quality of
Vietnamese human resources. The TH school MILK initiative
became the first product confirmed by the Ministry of Health to be
effective in research on improving the nutritional and
micronutrient status of children.

From a country not considered the land of milk and dairy cows,
the project has brought the Vietnamese dairy brand to an
international mark with a Gold award in the Russian Federation,
special awards in Dubai (UAE), Korea... By starting the project of



After more than 3 years of incubating ideas and 70 days of urgent activities,
Nhan Dan Newspaper's Community Action Award - Human Act Prize 2023
has reached the final stage of its first year's journey with the theme "First
Imprints". wind".

There were 129 entries submitted for the award, from many areas of life,
from macro to micro. Besides projects from domestic individuals and
businesses, there are also many projects from international organizations.

Many projects have been implemented persistently for decades with high
commitment and sustainability. In addition, there are also small but
extremely creative projects that are pervasive and have great impact.

From the 35 project profiles that reached the final round, the Jury selected
the best projects to award. The Human Act Prize's award categories are
evaluated based on criteria ensuring impact, sustainability, commitment,
creativity and community spread.

Human Act Prize 2023 categories with the theme "Pioneer Imprint"
include:

1. The Ideas for the Community category honors projects with feasible
implementation ideas that contribute to promoting the community in a
more positive and sustainable direction.

2. The Project category honors groundbreaking community projects that
solve urgent social problems, including:

The Timely Project honors initiatives that effectively respond to urgent
issues and the spirit of willingness to commit to the community;

The Prospect Project honors projects that have the ability to develop
quickly and widely in the future;

The Resilience Project honors admirable efforts to sustain and grow
long-term community impact;

The Inspire Project honors community activities with high humanity,
the ability to spread and replicate, activating the great power of the
community;

The Sustainability Project honors scientifically engineered innovations
that deliver outstanding long-term and profound impact on
communities.

3. The Human Act Prize category is a landmark, honoring actions that
bring positive and sustainable contributions to the community.

Up to the night of the Award Gala, there were more than 90 media units
from central to local levels accompanying the Award to spread the values   
sought by the Human Act Prize through more than 900 articles and 50

dairy farming and milk processing complex phase 1 of TH Group
in Russia, with an investment of 500 million USD, along with
promoting market expansion in China, Russia, Australia and
ASEAN and TH countries are realizing the dream of Vietnamese
milk reaching the world.



television news reports . images, more than 350 articles on social media
channels, reaching more than 4 million readers on multiple media
platforms.

Not only does it honor and spread, the Human Act Prize also accompanies,
orients and connects all individuals and groups that have, are and will
carry responsibility for the community in their journey. with the goal of
making all community activities in Vietnam transparent, scientific,
effective and humane. Accordingly, valuable initiatives and ideas for the
community and practical lessons about project models have been stored on
the Community Initiative Library for all those who are interested but do
not know how to do it. do, do not have ideas that can be consulted and
learned.

Within the framework of the award, for the first time an exhibition of
Action for Community was organized. The exhibition has contributed to
bringing the journey of pioneers acting for the community closer to the
public through shared stories and direct experiential activities when
exhibition visitors have the opportunity to The opportunity to participate in
a workshop on recycling rags with people with disabilities, a workshop on
painting on straw paper, and a performance of the Protest Doll Puppet
Theater...

“Human Act Prize for Community Action of Nhan Dan Newspaper”

"Human Act Prize" is organized by Nhan Dan Newspaper, with the
participation of the Ministry of Labor, War Invalids and Social Affairs, the
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment, the Ministry of Science
and Technology, along with the organizational coordination of VCCorp Joint
Stock Company and sponsor Bac A Bank Diamond. The award aims to
honor individuals and organizations that have made positive contributions
to society through prestigious community initiatives and projects, bringing
long-term and sustainable effects.

Not only honoring and spreading, the Human Act Prize was also born with
the goal of accompanying, orienting and connecting all individuals and
groups that have, are and will carry responsibility for the cause.
community on their journey.

Official website: https://humanactprize.org

Fanpage: https://www.facebook.com/HumanActPrize
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